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ABSTRACT
Two experiments were conducted to see if gender differences exist in bone
conduction hearing processes. The first experiment was a pure tone study where hearing
thresholds for six pure tone frequencies and four bone conduction skull locations were
measured in 15 male and 15 female participants to determine if gender differences exist
in auditory signal detection. As frequency of the pure tone signal increased the difference
between genders' hearing thresholds increased. Graphs of the data indicated that females
have smaller average thresholds and mean ranks of threshold overall; however, when
Kruskal-Wallis statistical tests were performed, significant differences between genders
for bone conduction were found only for the mastoid location at 6000-Hz and 8000-Hz.
Significant differences between skull locations were also detected over all six frequencies
with the condyle location providing the lowest threshold overall
The second experiment was a speech intelligibility study where one male and one
female speakers' voices were tested on two bone conduction locations on the head
(condyle and mastoid) at four levels of pink background noise (0 dB, 83 dB, 93 dB, and
103 dB). The performance measure used in this study was accuracy based upon responses
to the Modified Rhyme Test (MRT), where accuracy was measured by the total number
of target words identified correctly out of 50. The target words were contained in carrier
sentences presented in either the male or female voice. Six males and six females were
tested and a repeated measures ANOVA was used to analyze the data. The results
showed the male and female voice to be equivalent in number of correct responses under
the 0 dB pink noise condition, however, the male speaker's voice and the condyle
location provided a greater number of correct responses on the MRT when 93 and 103 dB
of background noise was present.
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Gender Differences in Auditory Perception of Pure Tone Frequencies
and Speech Intelligibility via Bone Conduction Transducers

1. INTRODUCTION
The use of headsets to transmit verbal communication signals electronically is a
common practice in many career fields. For example, pilots use headsets to hear critical
information from air traffic controllers and military personnel, police officers, and
firefighters use headsets to transmit and receive information necessary to keep them safe
in dangerous environments. There are two primary methods by which humans can
receive and transmit two-way radio communication signals - air conduction (AC) and
bone conduction (BC).
Traditionally AC headsets are used to affect the process of hearing and these
headsets are designed such that the padding surrounding the transducers either covers or
sits on top of the outer ear. Hearing by BC, however, permits individuals to receive radio
communication signals and at the same time allows the ears to remain open enabling a
higher level of acoustical situational awareness to be maintained at all times. For
example, a soldier searching a house might not hear the enemy sneaking up behind him if
his ears are encased in a traditional headset. With the ears free from obstruction, the
soldier would be better able to hear small movements in the environment and still receive
verbal commands through BC radio communication devices. This ability to pick up
critical sounds with unobstructed outer ears provides a strong argument for organizations
considering switching from traditional AC headsets to BC headsets (McBride, Letowski,
and Tran, 2005). However, a major issue remaining for the widespread adoption of BC
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communication devices is one of the quality of auditory perception for the transmission
of both tonal and speech signals.
The majority of organizations thinking about changing their two-way radio
communication equipment (e.g., military, firefighting and crime fighting agencies), while
historically male dominated, are experiencing an increase in the number of females
making their way into their professions. Recent statistics indicate that only about 5% of
the personnel in United States fire departments are female (www.wfsi.org) and, according
to the US Census Bureau (2003), females make up only fifteen percent of the military
forces in the United States and about ten percent of the police officers in the United
States. These numbers are expected to increase in the years to come; however, because
of the small percentage of females, most of the equipment used in these professions have
been designed based upon male characteristics. As the number of females entering these
fields increase, the design of equipment (such as communication equipment) optimized
for both genders becomes more important.
In the case of communication equipment, before organizations decide to switch
completely from AC headsets to BC headsets, a better understanding of the hearing
processes through both AC and BC is necessary. It is especially important to understand
the gender differences in hearing threshold and speech intelligibility when using BC
devices. The next few sections will discuss the processes of hearing through both AC
and BC as well as some of the gender differences as they pertain to the study.
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1.1 Anatomy of the Ear
The auditory system is divided into three sections: the outer ear, middle ear, and
inner ear. The components of the outer ear are the pinnae - the shell-like flaps on both
sides of the head, the auditory canal - a slightly bent tube approximately 2.5 centimeters
long and 7 millimeters in diameter, and the eardrum - the thin oval membrane at the end
of the auditory canal. The eardrum, or tympanic membrane, separates the outer ear from
the middle ear. The middle ear is composed of three ossicles - the malleus (hammer),
incus (anvil), and stapes (stirrup) - and the oval window. The oval window is a small,
membrane-covered opening leading to the inner ear. The ossicles transmit sound
vibrations from the eardrum to the oval window (Sekuler and Blake, 2002)
The primary components of the inner ear are the cochlea - a coiled fluid-filled
chamber - and the semicircular canals, which play a significant role in maintaining body
posture and balance (Sekuler and Blake, 2002). A pictorial representation of the ear's
anatomy is shown in Figure 1.

Semicircular Canals (3)
Stirrup
Nerves
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connects ;
to the
oram
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Eardrum
Outer Ear
Canal

Eustachian
Tube
t-M~J8~J«, „m...m.„M.^

connects to
the nose

<©EnchantedLearning.com

Figure 1: Diagram of the Human Ear
(source: http://www.enchantedlearning.com/subjects/anatomy/ear)
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1.2 Hearing by Air Conduction
The auditory system enables humans to hear frequencies in the range of 20 Hz to
20,000 Hz. The maximum intensity at which humans can hear the frequencies without
damaging hearing is roughly 120 dB; however, over 90 dB permanent hearing damage
may occur if exposure occurs for a long period of time or frequently (Sekuler and Blake,
2002). The human auditory system starts with the collection of sound waves by the
pinna when hearing by AC. These sound waves are channeled down the auditory canal at
the end of which the sound waves encounter the eardrum. Pressure produced by the
sound waves causes the eardrum to vibrate. The vibrations from the eardrum are passed
along to the oval window with help from the three ossicles. The ossicular bones act
together to amplify the force of sound pressure waves enough to activate movement of
fluid in the cochlea (Sekuler and Blake, 2002).
The cochlea has three chambers: the vestibular canal, cochlear duct, and tympanic
canal. The cochlear duct and tympanic canal are separated by a membrane called the
basilar membrane. Inside the cochlear duct resides the organ of Corti - a receptor organ
that generates neural impulses in response to vibrations passing through the fluid
environment of the inner ear and transforms mechanical vibrations into neural messages
that are sent to the brain. The organ of Corti is comprised of a layer of supporting cells
resting on the basilar membrane, inner and outer hair cells sticking up from the
supporting cells, and the tectorial membrane arching over the hair cells (Sekuler and
Blake, 2002). Figure 2 shows a pictorial representation of the components of the organ of
Corti in the cochlea.
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Figure 2: Organ of Corti
(source: www.bcm.tmc.edu/oto/research/cochIea/Hearmg)
As pressure waves travel through the vestibular and tympanic canals, they cause
waves of displacement of the endolymph fluid along the basilar membrane. Since
endolymph, like most fluids, is not compressible and exists in a rigid structure (the
cochlea), a second membrane-covered opening is needed to allow displacement pressure
waves to move inside. This is the function of the round window opening of the cochlea.
The pressure waves also cause the tectorial membrane to move, but this movement tends
to be in a different direction from the movement of the basilar membrane. The opposing
motion causes the hair cells on the basilar membrane to bend. Electrical changes within
the hair cells are triggered by this bending and the hair cells release a chemical
transmitter. The chemical transmitter is picked up by the auditory nerve fibers that carry
electrical impulses from the cochlea to the central nervous system (Sekuler and Blake,
2002).
According to the Place Theory (Sekuler and Blake, 2002) different frequencies of
cochlear vibration disturb different regions of the basilar membrane, As the sound

<;

pressure wave moves the endolymph along the membrane, its amplitude increases until it
reaches a maximum, then falls off sharply. There are different hair cells and different
auditory nerve fibers in each region of the basilar membrane. At the frequency region
where the maximum amplitude of the wave occurs, hair cell stimulation is at its peak.
Hair cells at this peak trigger specific auditory nerve fibers so only those associated with
the peak hair cells communicate with the brain, which allows for the detection of specific
frequencies of sound. Since the basilar membrane has tonotopic organization (an orderly
layout of frequencies) hair cells near the base of the basilar membrane activate nerve
fibers coinciding with high frequencies and the hair cells near the apex activate nerve
fibers corresponding to low frequencies (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Frequency Order of the Basilar Membrane
(source: ccwf.cc.utexas.edu/~bharms/cochlea.html)
1.3 Hearing by Bone Conduction
Hearing by BC is more complicated to describe than hearing by AC even though
it has similarities to the latter part of the AC process. Stenfelt and Hakansson (2002)
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created a schematic illustration of possible AC and BC pathways (Figure 4) that shows
how the paths overlap. One method of hearing via bone conduction involves placing a
bone vibrating transducer directly on the bone or to the skin above the bone. Figure 4
uses the temporal bone as an example but the process is the same for other skull bones
and when sounds are transmitted through the teeth. At the temporal bone, sound waves
can also be radiated into the outer ear by way of "relative jaw movements and sound
radiation from cartilage and soft tissues" (Stenfelt and Hakansson, 2002, pg. 9).
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Figure 4: Schematic Illustration that Shows Possible AC and BC paths
(Stenfelt and Hakansson, 2002)

Vibrations from the temporal bone compress the cochlea and the vestibular
system together. This compression causes activation of the inner ear mechanisms by
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displacement of the basilar membrane. Once the cochlea is activated, the BC hearing
process becomes identical to AC (Stenfelt and Hakansson, 2002).
Tonndorf (1966) and Stenfelt, Wild, Hato and Goode (2003) discuss three routes
by which BC stimuli are processed. First, sound waves are radiated into the external ear
canal causing vibration of the cranial bones. Second, compression and expansion of the
temporal bone results in displacement of fluid in the cochlea and, consequently, motion
of the basilar membrane. Lastly, sound waves are transmitted by the inertial effect of the
middle ear ossicles and the inner ear fluids.
Stenfelt et al. (2003) investigated the influence of the outer ear on bone
conduction further by measuring ear canal sound pressure (ECSP) in nine ears on the
heads of five cadavers. The results suggest that the outer ear may play a role in BC
hearing when the ear canal is occluded, especially at 400 Hz to 1200 Hz. However, for a
normal open ear canal, the sound pressure in the ear canal is not great enough to result in
significant BC hearing.
Stimulation of the middle ear cavity can also occur from vibrations of the
temporal bone (Stenfelt and Hakansson, 2002). Stenfelt (2006) looked more in depth at
the involvement of the middle ear on hearing by bone conduction. His results suggest that
inertia of the middle ear is not an important contributor to the perception of boneconducted sound for frequencies below 1500 Hz. However, between the frequencies of
1500 Hz and 3500 Hz the middle ear appeared to contribute to the perception of boneconducted sound. For this study, Stenfelt (2006) assumed that "with AC stimulation, the
motion of the ossicles at threshold level is the lowest required motion of the middle ear
ossicles to produce a hearing sensation" (pg. 2852) which requires the bone conduction
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stimulus to be generated by inertial forces. At higher frequencies, above 4000 Hz, bone
conduction hearing does not occur from inertial forces, instead it results from
compression and expansion of the cochlear space so Stenfelt could not perform analyses
above 4000 Hz.
The inner ear also may be activated by audio-frequency sound pressures that are
induced by the skull contents (brain and cerebro-spinal fluid) (Sohmer, Freeman, GealDor, Adelman, and Savion, 2000). In their study, Sohmer et al. (2000) applied a bone
vibrator at the fontanelle (the soft membranous gap between the incompletely formed
cranial bones of fetuses and infants) and craniotomy trephine holes (a surgical opening in
the skull) so only vibrations of skin, meninges, cerebro-spinal fluid and the brain
occurred. The thresholds in response to vibrations of the skull contents were the same as
those in response to skull vibration. Sohmer et al. (2000) also placed a bone vibrator on
the eye, which can be considered a 'natural' craniotomy because the orbit of the eye
allows for the passage of nerves and blood vessels between the interior of the skull and
the orbit. The findings indicated sound pressure thresholds on the eye were very similar
to those obtained on the forehead, temporal, and mastoid bones.
Many researchers have tried to characterize the BC pathway and compare it with
AC hearing. Von Bekesy (1932) was the first to attempt to determine if BC stimulation
occurred through cochlear stimulation and, using the principle of two-tone suppression
according to Stenfelt and Hakansson (2002), he was able to show that the cochlea was
indeed stimulated. In his method, two pure tone frequencies were transmitted - one 400
Hz, tone through air conduction and another 400 Hz tone through bone conduction. The
two tones, which were 180 degrees out of phase, were completely canceled out
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suggesting the pathways for both hearing processes are similar (Stenfelt and Hakansson,
2002). Wever and Lawrence (1954) expanded von Bekesy's research by canceling AC
tones with BC tones over a frequency range of 100 Hz to 15000 Hz. This showed that
cochlear stimulation from both air- and bone-conducted stimuli are identical over most of
the frequency range able to be processed by the human auditory system.
1.3.1 BC Applications
The BC process has been known for centuries and was first described by
Girolamo Cardano in 1550 (AAO-HNS). The principle was applied to technology in
1879 with audiophone patents. An audiophone is a hearing fan, which operates using
bone conduction. This device and other similar devices were a popular aid for defective
hearing until the invention of carbon hearing aids in the early 1900's (Berger, 1976).
Today BC technology is used in more sophisticated hearing aids called boneanchored hearing aids (BAHAs). One of the advantages of the BAHA is that it may
reduce ear infections sometimes caused by AC hearing aids. The development of the
BAHA also eliminated the need for headbands, which were necessary to hold
conventional BC hearing aids in place. The elimination of headbands reduced the number
of complaints concerning the use of BC hearing aids, such as headaches caused by
patients having to make frequent adjustments to prevent tension failure. If tension failure
were to occur, the result would be a reduction in sound quality and amplitude. BAHAs
are more effective and more pleasing to patients (Spitzer, Ghossaini, and Wazen, 2002).
Application of BC technology goes beyond medical applications. Snorkels and
MP3 players using this technology are now for sale so individuals can listen to music
underwater (WTPO; Triathlete Sports). In addition, cell phones have been created using
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BC technology, which are supposed to allow talkers' voices to be transmitted to the
phone more easily when in noisy surroundings (Weir, 2004).
In the future BC technology may be fully implemented into equipment such as
communication headsets for high-risk professions. Some BC headsets are already in
circulation for military personnel, pilots, law enforcement officers, and firefighters;
however, more basic research is needed to examine the potential impact of these systems
when used in mission critical environments.
1.3.2 Challenges associated with bone conduction
Most BC research requires the control of certain variables in order to reduce the
likelihood of confounding data. The following sections describe some of these variables
in more detail.
1.3.2.1 Vibrator location
In the past, the mastoid process has been the primary location on the head used by
most clinical BC researchers (Frank, 1982; Stenfelt and Hakansson, 1999). However,
some researchers (e.g., Studebaker, 1962) believe that there are problems with placing the
vibrators on the mastoid such as significant variations in skin and tissue thickness on the
mastoid between individuals when compared to other positions on the head. There is also
more of a tendency for shifts in the position of the vibrator when placed on the mastoid,
which may cause problems with obtaining repeatable results. Another problem when
using the mastoid is the middle ear is likely to affect the threshold more at this location.
Lastly, the vibrator may be exposed to the outer ear when placed on the mastoid so the
listener may hear some noise by AC instead of strictly via BC. Due to these issues, some
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researchers have suggested that instead of using the mastoid, vibrators should be placed
on the forehead or vertex of the head.
Gerald Studebaker (1962) compared all three locations - the mastoid, forehead,
and vertex - in a study to see which was the most effective based upon three criteria. The
three criteria were the lowest pure tone BC thresholds, smallest intersubject and
intrasubject variability, and least dependence on the condition of the middle ear. His
findings showed that the forehead and vertex had higher thresholds than the mastoid at all
frequencies. The vertex had slightly lower thresholds at lower frequencies than the
forehead but at the higher frequencies the forehead had lower thresholds than the vertex.
The mastoid had the lowest intersubject and intrasubject variability at higher frequencies
but at the lower frequencies it had the highest intersubject variability. The BC
measurements taken at the vertex and forehead appeared to be less affected by changes in
the middle ear than the ones tested at the mastoid. The example of middle ear changes
used in Studebaker's study was the appearance of otitis media, which can cause a
decrease in the performance of the middle ear.
McBride, Letowski, and Tran (2005) expanded the research on the effectiveness
of BC vibrator placement. In their study, instead of just comparing the three locations
that are commonly used they looked at eleven positions across the head. Added to the
mastoid, vertex, and forehead were positions that were then under consideration for BC
placement and positions commonly used for electroencephalograph (EEG) electrode
placement. The results of this study indicated that the best location for the bone vibrator
was the condyle (the bony projection in front of the ear) because out of the eleven signals
(125-, 250-, 500-, 1000-, 2000-, 4000-, and 8000-Hz pure tones, white noise bursts, and
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pre recorded speech sounds) to which the participants were exposed the condyle had the
lowest average threshold for eight. For the other three signals the condyle had either the
second or third lowest average threshold. The second best location to place the vibrator
based upon this study was the mastoid. The vertex and the jawbone came in third and
fourth, respectively, out of the eleven positions.
Based upon the results discussed above, it is apparent that the effectiveness of BC
communication devices depends on where the vibrators are placed on the head. Certain
areas on the head have thicker skin and thicker bones and previous studies have shown
that the thicker the bones and tissue, the less effective the BC communication
(Studebaker, 1962).
1.3.2.2 Application force
In the BC process, it is possible to produce lower threshold values, especially at
lower frequencies, with an increase in application force; therefore, it is important to have
uniform force applied throughout the entire data collection process in order to make valid
comparisons. Whittle (1964) discussed a few studies that looked at appropriate
application force levels for BC vibrators. He began by discussing Konig's 1955 study that
compared coupling forces ranging from 2.5 Newtons (N) to 15 N. Konig found that a
coupling force of 7.5 N was acceptable when using BC vibrators. Whittle used 7.5 N in
his experiment along with two other values and found that when this application force
was used it was found to be rather painful by most of the participants. Based upon this
finding, he recommended a coupling force of approximately 4.5 N. ANSI S3.43-1992,
the standard for the calibration of pure tone BC audiometers, suggests a static force
between 4.9 N and 5.9 N but this range has also elicited complaints from participants
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(McBride et al., 2005). In order to reduce the level of discomfort experienced by
participants, McBride et al. (2005) used a static force range of 3.9 N to 4.9 N, which is
one Newton below the ANSI standard but includes both the value recommended by
Whittle and the lowest value recommended in the ANSI standard.
1.3.2.3 Contact area
Another factor which must be taken into consideration when performing BC
research is the size of the area on the head with which the vibrator makes contact.
Khanna, Tormdorf, and Queller (1976) found that an increase in contact area produces as
much as a 25 dB improvement in thresholds at middle frequencies. Queller and Khanna
(1982) duplicated this study and found through their experiment that as contact area
increased, threshold levels decreased for all frequencies in the 250 Hz to 8000 Hz range.
The threshold level was affected more as the frequency levels increased such that at the
higher frequencies the threshold was decreased by as much as 27 dB.
Since the curvature of locations on the skull (e.g., the forehead and mastoid) vary
across individuals, it is highly unlikely that two skulls will be shaped exactly the same.
Therefore, differences in the contact area between the vibrator and the head are
sometimes difficult to avoid, especially with larger vibrators (Queller and Khanna, 1982).

2. GENDER DIFFERENCES IN AUDITORY PROCESSING AND SPEECH
INTELLIGIBILITY
Research has suggested there are possible gender differences in auditory
processing and speech intelligibility in high noise environments for AC hearing
(McFadden and Loehlin, 1995; Nixon, Morris, McCavitt, McKinley, Anderson,
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McDaniel, and Yeager, 1998; Dehan and Jerger,1990; Sato et al, 1991). The auditory
processing gender differences can be found in the latency of auditory nerve brainstem
evoked responses, occurrences of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions (SOAEs), and lower
threshold for particular frequency levels. Neither a definite neurophysiological
explanation nor a distinct anatomical one has been offered as to how the supposed
differences in hearing certain frequencies might exist between males and females.
However, some possible explanations examined include genetic differences, differences
in cochlear length, head size, and hormonal differences.

2.1 Auditory Brainstem Response (ABR) Differences
A shorter cochlea length may permit faster response time across the inner ear,
leading to "greater synchrony and larger amplitudes of auditory brainstem response"
(Hunter, Phang, Kwang-Hyuk, Lee, and Woodruff, 2005, pg. 149). Research using both
animals and humans indicate the maximum length of the cochlea is obtained during the
fetal period (Sato, Sando, and Takahashi, 1991). Sato et al. (1991) measured cochlear
length in humans using three dimensional computer reconstructions of the human cochlea
and found the cochlear length in males to be significantly longer than that of females. The
average length of the cochlea in males is 37.1 mm and in females it was 32.3mm, which
is approximately a 15 % difference.
Head size may also be a factor in ABR activity. Head size was measured by
Aoyagi, Kim, Yokoyama, Kiren, Suzuki, and Koike (1990) using three different
parameters: distances from nasion to inion, from ear to ear, and head circumferences.
Head size of the male subjects was found to be significantly larger than that of females'
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for all three parameters. Females, on average, tend to have smaller heads than males
throughout their lives. Smaller external skull dimensions might suggest smaller brain size
or length of the central auditory pathway. The male auditory pathway may be as much as
2.16 mm to 5.40 mm longer than females (Aoyagi et al, 1990).
Dehan and Jerger (1990) also believe head size plays a role in ABR latencies.
However, they also argue that hormonal differences between genders are contributing
factors as well. In their study, they delivered 100-microsecond clicks to male and female
listeners by inserting tubephones with foam ear tips into their ears. The EEG electrodes
measuring the auditory brainstem response latencies were placed on three locations of the
participants' heads. When males and females with the same head size were compared, the
females still had shorter latencies. The study compared young women with normal
monthly hormonal cycles, postmenopausal women, and men. Dehan and Jerger (1990)
found that hearing latencies changed throughout the stages of the female menstrual cycle.
When progesterone levels were high in females, which is after ovulation and before
menses occurs, the latencies were at their shortest. The postmenopausal women tested did
not show similar ABR latencies when compared to the young women. Their ABR
latencies were similar to the men's throughout the entire study.

2.2 Spontaneous Otoacoustic Emissions Differences
SOAEs - sounds emitted in the absence of acoustic stimuli - appear to be more
prevalent in females than males (Bilger, Matthies, Hammel, and Demorest, 1990;
McFadden and Loehlin, 1995). Bilger et al. (1990) indicated the tendency to express
SOAEs may be a dominant X-linked trait. McFadden and Loehlin (1995) also examined
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gene influence on SOAE. The study measured SOAEs using a low noise microphone
system. The results showed 63% of females exhibited at least one SOAE and only 43% of
males exhibited at least one. They contribute 75% of the individual variation of SOAEs
to genetics. The gender differences are likely attributed, at least in part, to differences in
exposure to androgens - hormones that stimulate or control the development and
maintenance of masculine characteristics.
Evoked otoacoustic emissions are believed to reflect cochlear micromechanical
events attributed specifically to outer hair cells, presumably reflecting electromobile
responses to sound stimulation (Morlet, Perrin, Durrant, Lapillonne, Ferber, Duclaux,
Pulet, and Collet, 1996). A possible reason for women displaying more SOAEs emissions
based upon Morlet et al.'s study is the development of outer hair cells and differences in
the pattern of outer hair cell distribution in the cochlea between genders.

2.3 Hearing Threshold Differences
Lutman and Davis (1994) criticized information used for the basis of ISO
standards concerning hearing thresholds (ISO 7029 and ISO 389) as being invalid
because much of the data used to create the standards was collected in the 60's and 70's
and not based on randomly selected populations. Data collected from the NordTrondelag health survey, that took place from 1995 to 1997, presents more valid data on
the distribution of hearing threshold levels based on age and gender. A total of 51,975
Norwegians participated in the study and were tested using pure tone frequencies ranging
from 250 Hz to 8000 Hz. The results of the study indicate that for frequencies of 3000 Hz
and above females have a lower hearing threshold. The difference is apparent in 20-29
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year olds; however, threshold differences between genders increase as age increases
(Engdahl, Tambs, Borchgrevink, and Hoffman, 2005). The males and females tested had
similar thresholds at 250 Hz. According to Engdahl et al. (2005), at 500 Hz the male
hearing threshold was lower; however, background noise from occasional door
slamming, which was due to an out-of-lab testing environment, may have affected the
low frequency measurements even though the participants were in a semi-portable sound
attenuation booth. The thresholds for middle and high frequencies appeared to be very
reliable based on test-retest reliability studies.
McFadden and Mishra (1993) measured hearing sensitivity in individuals who
both did and did not experience SOAEs. The participants were tested over narrow bands
of frequencies ranging from 1000 to 6000 Hz. Their findings suggest that when
individuals have higher occurrences of SOAEs their sensitivity to all frequencies in the
1000 to 6000 Hz range increases. The hearing threshold for individuals with SOAEs was
on average three decibels lower for all the frequencies tested when compared with the
participants who did not experience SOAEs. Schmuziger, Probst and Smurzynski (2005)
also measured appearance of SOAEs with regard to hearing sensitivity in a similar
manner as McFadden and Mishra. The results of their study indicate hearing sensitivity in
extended high frequency regions (8000 Hz to 16000 Hz) was greater when participants
showed an individual characteristic of higher occurrences of SOAEs.

2.4 Bone Conduction Differences
Little research has been performed on gender differences in BC hearing. Sohmer
and Freeman (2001) showed that ABRs to bone conducted stimuli may have longer
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latency periods than those from AC. In their study, they measured animal ABRs from
direct BC stimulation of the brain and from the skull bone. When stimulation was
transmitted directly to the brain, the ABR latency was similar to ABR latencies obtained
from AC stimuli. The ABRs obtained from the skull were significantly longer than the
ones from both the brain and AC stimuli. They explained that the ABR latency for the
skull may possibly be due to a delay in the transmission of vibratory energy from the
skull to the contents of the cranial cavity.
Stuart and Yang (2001) and Con-Wesson and Ramirez (1997) investigated
gender-based ABR threshold differences to bone conducted stimuli in neonates
(newborns). Con-Wesson and Ramirez used 60 newborns and Stuart and Yang tested 202
newborns. In both studies no significant gender differences in ABR appeared. ConWesson and Ramirez used 500 and 4000 Hz tones. The 4000 Hz tone showed significant
results with females having lower hearing thresholds but there was no significance when
ABR was compared between genders. Stuart and Yang (2001) did not specify the
frequency of the stimulus; however, the intensity of the bone-conducted stimuli was 15
and 30 dB HL.
2.4.1 Bone Content and Density
Bone thickness varies between individuals and genders where males have a
tendency to have thicker bones than females (Trune et al, 1988). Males and females
appear to have different bone mineral content (BMC) and bone mineral density (BMD)
values also. Henry and Eastell (2000) measured total body bone density for both genders
and their results showed that males had higher values in both BMC and BMD for the total
body when compared to women. In a previous study, BMC and BMD were measured in
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8- to 18-year-old children. The findings from this study suggest that both BMC and BMD
for the total body are greater in males from age 15 to 18 years olds (Maynard, Guo,
Chumlea, Roche, Wisemandle, Zeller, Towne, and Sieruogel, 1998).
Maynard et al. (1998) examined the head region separately for gender differences
in BMC and BMD. The findings were interesting in that BMC, which is the amount of
minerals in the bone, for the head region was greater overall in males ages 8 to 18 but
only significantly greater in the 10- to 11-year-olds. However, the BMD, which is the
mineral content over a particular volume, for the head was greater in females that were 13
to 18 years old. Based upon this information, it is possible that the difference in head
size, with females having smaller heads on average, may result in the higher bone density
values.
The density of the bone may also play a role in hearing threshold values because
thinner bones on the skull appear to provide lower hearing thresholds when compared to
denser bones. For example, Sohmer et al. (2000) found the BC hearing threshold at the
temporal bone was smaller than BC thresholds taken at the forehead which may mean the
temporal bone is less dense than the frontal bone. The ability to hear bone-conducted
stimuli may also be linked to lower bone density content. If that is the case, males would
likely have lower thresholds over all frequencies tested when compared to females.

2.5 Speech Intelligibility Differences
Speech intelligibility is a measure of how accurately a spoken message can be
recognized. Female voices tend to have a higher pitch and double the fundamental
frequency (250 Hz) of male voices (124 Hz) (Nixon et al., 1998). Research has shown
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that in normal living conditions speech intelligibility of male and female voices is similar
(Ellis, Reynolds, Fucci, and Benjamin, 1996; Ellis, Spiengel, and Benjamin, 2002).
Previous research has found that the female voice is not as intelligible as the male voice
in high environmental noise conditions (Nixon et al, 1998). One possible explanation for
poorer speech intelligibility in high noise environments, such as an aircraft cockpit, is
that surrounding noises may be close to the same frequency as the frequency of female
speech, thus masking the signal presented to the participant (Nixon et al, 1998).
Nixon et al (1998) found at noise levels around 115 dB the intelligibility of
female voice signals were significantly lower than males. Their study measured speech
intelligibility of signals presented in the cockpit of four different military aircraft (C130E, MH-53, C141B, and F-15A) with three different background noise levels (95 dB,
105 dB, and 115 dB) which were likely to occur in any of the four aircraft. In all of the
aircrafts, the intelligibility of the female voices was considered unacceptable for
communication in military aviation. One reason for the difference may be related to
females having a higher pitch and higher average vocal frequency than males - 727 Hz
for females versus 500 Hz for males (Bergeijk ,van Pierce and David, 1960) - which
causes their speech to be masked more by the ambient noise in the aircraft. Given these
findings and the desire to implement more BC technology in professions such as aviation,
it would be interesting to investigate whether or not the same results occur when the
voices are transmitted via BC.
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3. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH
There are four primary objectives of this thesis. The first objective is to verify the
gender differences between male and female hearing thresholds that have been reported
for pure tone frequencies when hearing by AC (traditional hearing). Based upon previous
findings, males are expected to have lower hearing thresholds in the 250 Hz and 500 Hz
frequency range and female participants are expected to be able to hear in the 4000 Hz
and 8000 Hz frequency range more acutely than males. It is further believed that at the
frequency range of 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz males and females will perform similarly.
The second objective is to determine if hearing threshold gender differences exist
for pure tone frequencies when hearing by BC. It is expected that the same gender
differences that appear with AC will also appear in BC because the route through the
cochlea is believed to be identical for both hearing methods.
The third objective of the study is to investigate whether or not there are pure tone
threshold differences between genders when the BC vibrator is placed on various
locations on the skull. Since females have been shown to have thicker bones but males
generally have larger heads, results from this study may indicate which of the two traits
has the greatest impact on the transmission of BC signals.
The fourth and final objective is to compare speech intelligibility levels of male
and female voices transmitted through bone conduction in different environmental noise
levels. The results are expected to be similar to the study performed by Nixon et al.
(1998) where the use of female voices will result in significantly lower speech
intelligibility scores in high noise environments.
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The hypotheses related to the above objectives for both the pure tone study and
the speech intelligibility study are described below.
Hypothesis 1- The first hypothesis is that there will be significant hearing
threshold differences between genders based on the frequencies tested. Males are
expected to have lower AC hearing thresholds in the 250 Hz and 500 Hz range while
females are expected to have lower AC hearing thresholds in the 4000 Hz, 6000Hz and
8000 Hz range. Males and females are expected to perform similarly at the 1000 Hz and
2000 Hz range.
Hypothesis 2- Results similar to Hypothesis 1 will be found for hearing by BC. It
is anticipated that males will have a lower BC hearing thresholds in the 250 Hz and 500
Hz range and females will have lower BC hearing thresholds in the 4000 Hz, 6000Hz and
8000 Hz range. Males and females are expected to perform similarly at the 1000 Hz
range.
Hypothesis 3 - There will be significant hearing threshold differences between
vibrator locations. It is anticipated that the condyle will provide the lowest hearing
threshold when compared to the mastoid, temple, and vertex. It is also anticipated that
females will have lower hearing thresholds at all locations tested because of their smaller
heads.
Hypothesis 4 There will be a significant difference in speech intelligibility of
bone-conducted vocal signals between male and female speakers based upon the level of
background noise. It is expected that the male voice will result in higher speech
intelligibility scores in a high noise environment when compared to the female voice.
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4. RESEARCH METHOD
4.1 Pre-Experiment
Prior to the experiment, IRB approval was obtained. Also, all potential
participants received instructions regarding the task they were to perform and asked to
sign an informed consent form. After signing the consent form, each participant was
administered a hearing test for both the right and left ears. They were required to have
normal hearing (defined by a hearing threshold of 20 dB hearing level (HL) or less) for
250-, 500-, 1000-, 2000-, 3000-, 4000-, 6000-, 8000-Hz pure-tone frequencies (ANSI
S3.6-1996) and hearing symmetry within 10 dB HL for all signals. The initial hearing test
took approximately 10 minutes.

4.2 Experiment 1: Pure Tone Study
4.2.1 Participants
Thirty participants were recruited from the undergraduate and graduate student
populations at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University to participate in Experiment 1.
Participants were compensated for their involvement through extra credit in a specific
class as agreed upon in advance by their instructor. Fifteen male and fifteen female
participants were recruited for this study. All participants recruited were between the ages
of 18 and 25 in order to reduce the likelihood of age related hearing loss.
Since the analysis of data collected from the hearing tests for previous research
indicated the presence of AC gender differences even when female hormonal levels were
not controlled, the female participants in this study were not restricted to testing during a
specific phase of their menstrual cycle. However, all female participants were asked to
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indicate when their last menstrual period began in case the data needed to be broken
down further to investigate the potential impact of female hormone levels.
4.2.2 Apparatus
Figure 5 is a picture of the lab setup for the study. The AC hearing tests were
conducted using a Fonix FA-12 digital hearing evaluator audiometer (Figure 6), a push
button and Telephonies TDH-39P earphones. For the pure tone BC experiments, a B-72
bone vibrator was used instead of earphones. All testing and experimentation took place
in a sound attenuated booth used to reduce the level of ambient noise. The pure tone
signals for both the hearing tests and the experiment were presented through the
audiometer. Pink noise, which is a variant of white noise, was generated at the level of 30
dB HL by a Dell Precision personal computer located outside the booth and presented
through surround sound speakers located inside the booth for only the BC portion of the
study. White noise contains every frequency in equal amounts, normally 20 Hz to 20,000
Hz. However, pink noise is white noise with a volume reduction at each octave so the
sound wave has equal energy at each octave (Wisniewski, 1996). The primary purpose of
the pink noise was to mask some of the ambient noise not completely attenuated by the
booth, such as aircraft and motorcycle noises from outside. An adjustable cloth headband
was used to hold the vibrator in place during the experimental sessions and a digital force
gauge was used to measure the force applied by the bone vibrator to the participants'
heads. For this study, a force level between 3.9 and 4.9 N, inclusively, was maintained
for all locations and participants. Finally, a Larson Davis ACC001 sound level meter
(Figure 7) was used to measure the noise level inside the booth to make sure the level
remained at or below the recommended limits based on ANSI S3.1-1999.
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Figure 5: Lab Set Up for Experiment with Sound Attenuation Booth
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Figure 6: Fonix Audiometer
(source: http://www.frye.com/products/audiometers/fal0_12.html)
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Figure 7: Larson Davis Sound Level Meter
(Source: http://www.lardav.com/)
4.2.3 Design
The pure tone BC experiment was a 6 x 4 x 2 mixed design where the three
independent variables were frequency, vibrator location, and gender. There were six
levels of frequency (250 Hz, 500 Hz, 1000 Hz, 4000 Hz, 6000 Hz, and 8000 Hz). The
range of frequencies was chosen because data analyses from similar hearing tests
indicated that at 250 Hz males have lower hearing thresholds and at 8000 Hz females
have lower hearing thresholds. These analyses also showed there to be differences at 500
Hz and 6000 Hz but it was not large enough to be significant. There were four levels of
vibrator location (condyle, mastoid, vertex, and temple) selected based upon the results of
research conducted by McBride et al. (2005) and two levels of gender (male and female).
The dependant variable for the experiment was hearing threshold. The gender
differences in the threshold data from the BC experiment were compared to the average
AC thresholds for the right and left ears of each participant, which were obtained through
the hearing tests.
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4.2.4 Procedure
Before the hearing test, head measurements were taken from left mastoid to right
mastoid and from inton to nasion before the experiment began. The head measurements
allowed for the investigation of the effect of head size on hearing threshold. After the
head measurements were taken, the participants were asked to sit in the sound attenuated
booth and place the headphones over their ears. A standard AC hearing evaluation was
then performed.
For the hearing evaluation, the experimenter set the audiometer to send the pure
tone signal to either the right or left earpiece by setting the Output control to "Phone"
(Figure 8) and the Input control to "Tone" (Figure 9). The experimenter used the
Frequency knob on the audiometer control panel to set the audiometer to send the signal
at one of the predetermined frequencies (see Figure 10). The order in which the
frequencies were presented and the order in which the ears were tested was randomized
between participants. Sound intensity was initially set to 30 dB HL using the Hearing
Level knob on the audiometer (refer to Figure 10). To control the intensity of a sound
presented to the left ear, the Hearing Level knob on the left side was manipulated. To
control the intensity of a sound presented to the right ear, the knob on the right side was
used. The Pulsed button (see the top center button in Figure 11) allowed the
experimenter to present a pulsed signal at the specified frequency and hearing level.
Input
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Pulsed button

Figure 11: Close Up Picture of the Audiometer Dials

After setting the controls, the experimenter activated the Pulsed option on the
audiometer and pressed the stimulus button so two distinct beeps were presented to the
participant The participant indicated that he or she heard the signal by pressing a push
button. A light illuminated at the top of the audiometer's front panel (Figure 12) when the
participant pushed the button If the participant responded to the signal withm about 2-3
seconds, the experimenter reduced the sound level by 10 dB by turning the Hearing Level
knob on the audiometer If the participant took longer than 2-3 seconds to respond, the
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experimenter presented the signal again at the same sound level. If the participant did not
respond to the signal at all, the hearing level was increased by 5 dB (ANSI S3.21-1997;
Sutcr, 1993) and the signal was presented again. This procedure is referred to as a
modified Hughson-Westlake procedure (Newby, 1979). This process was repeated
several times until a signal level resulting in at least a 50% response rate was obtained for
a given signal. The sound level obtained was recorded and the same process was repeated
until sound levels were recorded for all frequencies. This data was used for the AC
portion of the analysis. Data obtained for the right and left ear per signal was averaged
together before making comparisons to the thresholds obtained by BC because for the BC
tests only one vibrator was used (as is the case in most real world applications) but both
cars may have been simultaneously stimulated.
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Figure 12: Audiometer Front Panel
After the AC hearing test was completed, participants were allowed a brief break
after which they were re-seated inside the sound booth. The bone vibrator was placed on
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the appropriate location (condyle, mastoid, vertex, or temple) and held in place using a
headband. Once the vibrator was secure, the experimenter used the force gauge to make
sure the force applied by the bone vibrator to the participants head was within the
acceptable range. The headband was tightened or loosened accordingly if the initial force
reading was not within the acceptable range. If the static force was not controlled and
allowed to vary, the thresholds measured at the various locations could not be compared
to each other (McBride et al, 2005).
Once the static force was at an appropriate level each participant was asked to
listen to incoming signals from the vibrator placed on their head and respond by pressing
the push button when the pure tone signal was heard. The method used to present the
signals was identical to the method described for the AC hearing test but the 30 dB of
background noise was added for the BC experiment. Again, the order in which the
frequencies were presented was randomized per participant and per location. The
placement order of the vibrator was also randomized per participant. The process was
repeated until threshold levels were obtained for all frequencies at all locations. The
experiment took approximately one hour to complete.

4.3 Experiment 2: Speech Intelligibility Study
4.3.1 Participants
Twelve participants (6 male and 6 female) who did not participate in Experiment
1 were recruited from the undergraduate population at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
University. Either course instructors provided participants with extra credit for their
participation in the experiment or the participants received a monetary stipend of $40
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upon completion of the experiment. The ages of all participants were between 18 and 25
years.
4.3.2 Apparatus
Participants were tested in a sound attenuated booth. The equipment and
procedure for the hearing test was the same as that for the pure tone study described
previously. The equipment for the experiment consisted of a B-72 bone vibrator to
present the speech signals, an adjustable cloth headband was used to hold the vibrator in
place, and a force gauge was used to measure the static force of the bone vibrator against
the participants' skull. A Dell Precision computer was used to run the Visual Basic®
Modified Rhyme Test (MRT), a speech intelligibility program developed by the U.S.
Army Research Laboratory's Auditory Research Team. The MRT is often used to test the
performance level of military speech communication systems (House, Williams, Kecher,
Kryter, 1965) and it consists of a set of 50 six-item wordlists. Each word list contains
single syllable words having a consonant-vowel-consonant sound sequence. Each group
of words differs in only one of two ways: the initial or final consonant sound. The MRT
is one of the speech intelligibility tests mentioned in the American National Standard
Method for Measuring the Intelligibility of Speech over Communication Systems (ANSI
S3.2-1995). The vocal signals were transmitted to the BC vibrator through the Fonix
audiometer to ensure that the intensity remained consistent between participants.
For this study, the signals were presented using one male and one female voice
recording. Pink noise was used as the background noise and it was generated by a Dell
laptop computer and presented through Klipsch Synergy III S2 surround sound speakers.
Each speaker was capable of handling up to 400 watts peak power and 100 watts
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continuous power @ 8 ohm. A Larson Davis ACC001 sound level meter was used to
measure the sound level within the booth and participants were equipped with ear plugs
for the study.
4.3.3 Design
The speech intelligibility study was a 4 X 2 X 2 within-subjects design. Three
independent variables were manipulated: background noise level (normal noise, 83 dB
SPL and 93 dB SPL and 103 dB SPL), vibrator location (condyle and mastoid), and voice
type (male and female). As mentioned previously, the background noise used in this
study was pink noise. Normal noise was the sound level inside the sound booth without
any pink noise which was approximately 19 dB SPL. The dependent variable for the
experiment was the number of correct responses on the MRT. Both the condyle and
mastoid were chosen for use as placements in this study because they have been shown to
result in the lowest pure tone threshold levels in previous research (McBride et al, 2005).
4.3.4 Procedure
All participants were first screened for normal AC hearing inside the sound booth
after which they were fitted with earplugs and the bone vibrator was placed on the
appropriate location using the headband. The force gauge was used to ensure the force
applied by the vibrator against the skull was within the earlier specified limits and
relatively the same across locations and participants.
After the vibrator was properly secured, each participant was asked to listen to
voice recordings generated by the computer and transmitted through the bone vibrator.
Each recording was a sentence consisting of a target word inside of a carrier phrase. For
instance, if the target word was "king," the recording played was "Mark the king now."
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After each sentence was played the participant had to select what they believed to be the
appropriate target word from six options displayed on the computer screen (Figure 13).
The sentence recordings could not be replayed and once the recording was transmitted,
the participant was under no time restriction to choose an answer. They also had the
ability to change their answer multiple times by clicking on a different word in the list
prior to pressing the Ok button. Once the Ok button was pressed the last answer selected
was locked in and the next sentence was played. This procedure continued until 50
sentences were presented. While the participants were listening to the recordings, pink
noise of a predetermined intensity (0 dB SPL, 83 dB SPL, 93 dB SPL, or 103 dB SPL)
was playing in the background through surround sound speakers.

Figure 13: Sample MRT Program Interface
A trial consisted of 50 sentences containing target words presented to a single
location. The MRT results were obtained and recorded for all locations using one male
and one female voice under a normal noise condition and all three pmk noise conditions.
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The male voice had an estimated fundamental frequency of 100 Hz while the female
speaker's voice had an estimated fundamental frequency of 185 Hz. Again, the order in
which the locations were tested was randomized between subjects. The order in which
the signals were presented was randomized both between locations and between subjects.
It took each participant approximately two and a half hours to complete this experiment.

5. DATA ANALYSIS AND RESULTS
5.1 Pure Tone Study
The data for the pure tone study was analyzed in SPSS® using a Kruskal-Wallis
unpaired repeated measures test. The independent variables tested were frequency (250,
500, 1000, 2000, 4000, 6000, and 8000 Hz), location (condyle, mastoid, vertex, and
temple) and gender of participant (male and female). The dependant variable was the
participant's hearing threshold. An alpha level of probability (p< 0.05) was used to
determine significance for all statistical tests.
5.1.1 Statistical Tests
Even though the data from the pure tone study fell within normal parameters
based on a skewness and kurtosis level between -2 and 2, it was determined that nonparametric statistics should be used because the power values and partial E2 values were
low, most likely due to small sample size.
Table 1 shows the mean ranks obtained from the average threshold of the right
and left ear per signal when hearing by AC. The Kruskal-Wallis test was chosen because
it is considered a one-way ANOVA by ranks test. The table shows both genders' values
over all frequencies tested and the Kruskal-Wallis statistics. Mean ranks for the Kruskal-
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Wallis tests were calculated by grouping the threshold data by frequcncv and sorting the
data in ascending order.
Based upon the statistical analysis, at 8000 Hz there was a significant difference
in the mean ranks of the thresholds between the genders [11(1, 29) = 6.51. p = 0.01].
Figure 14 provides a visual representation of the mean rank data obtained from the
Kruskal-Wallis test. Although, overall the females appear to have lower mean rank
thresholds than the males for each signal (indicating that when all of the threshold values
were ranked from lowest to highest, female threshold values tended to be lower), no other
significant differences were detected by the Kruskal-Wallis tests.

Table 1: Mean Rank of Averaged Right and Left Ear Thresholds for AC Hearing
Frequency
(Hz)
Male
Female
P-value

250

500

1000

2000

3000

4000

6000

8000

16.30
14.70
0.61

17 47
13.53
0.21

17.00
14.00
0.34

16.3?
14.63
0.59

18.20
12.80
0.08

17.60
13.40
0.18

16.77
14.23
0.43

19.57
11.43
0.01
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Figure 14: AC Mean Rank of Average Thresholds for Males and Females
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The mean rank threshold values for each gender per location for BC are displayed
in Table 2 along with the p-values obtained from the Kruskal-Wallis tests and Figure 15
gives a visual representation of the male and female mean rank threshold values at each
location. Table 3 displays the mean rank threshold for each gender per location at each
frequency. Gender differences were statistically significant only at the mastoid position
(see Figure 16) when the frequency was 6000 Hz [H (1, 30) = 4.92, p = 0.03] and 8000
Hz [H (1, 30) = 4.31, p = 0.04]. Location of the BC vibrator also produced statistically
significant results at all frequencies. Figure 17 is a graphical representation of the mean
rank values for each frequency per location and Figure 18 graphically depicts the overall
average mean rank per location.

Table 2: Mean Rank and P-values for Males and Females at each Location
Location
Condyle
Mastoid
Temple
Vertex

Male
94.54
101.57
97.71
96.48

Female
86.46
79.43
83.29
84.52

P-Value
0.29
0.01
0.06
0.12
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Figure 15: Male and Female Mean Ranks per Location

Table 3: Mean Rank and P-values for Males and Females at each Location by
Frequency
Location
Condyle
Mastoid
Temple
Vertex
Location
Condyle
Mastoid
Temple
Vertex

M
15.50
18.20
17.03
17.13
M
16.43
17.83
16.70
18.33

250 Hz
F
15.50
12.8
13.97
13.87
4000 Hz
F
14.57
13.17
14.3
12.67

P
1.00
0.09
0.33
0.30

M
15.57
17.87
17.37
17.13

P
0.55
0.14
0.44
0.07

M
14.17
18.97
16.43
14.37

500 Hz
F
15.43
13.13
13.63
13.87
6000 Hz
F
16.83
12.03
14.57
16.63

P
1.00
0.13
0.24
0.30

M
18.30
17.53
17.47
18.17

P
0.40
0.03
0.55
0.45

M
18.17
18.73
16.20
14.47

1000 Hz
F
12.70
13.17
13.53
12.83
8000 Hz
F
12.83
12.27
14.80
16.53

P
0.07
0.20
0.22
0.09
P
0.09
0.04
0.65
0.50
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Since the BC Kruskal-Wallis tests indicated significant differences between
locations for each frequency, a Nemenyi post hoc test, which is a Tukey-type multiple
comparison non-parametric test, was performed on the frequency data to determine which
pairs of locations were significantly different. Table 4 shows the location pairs and the
frequencies at which they were significantly different. The first location listed in each
pair had significantly lower mean ranks than the second location listed in the pair.
As can be see in Table 4, the mean ranks for the condyle were significantly lower than
those for both the temple and vertex for almost all frequencies tested. The only exception
was at 6000 Hz where the condyle was not significantly different than the temple. The
mean ranks for the condyle were significantly lower than the mastoid at only at 250 Hz
and 1000 Hz. At the other frequencies tested mean ranks for the mastoid and condyle
were not significantly different. The mean ranks for the mastoid were significantly lower
from those at the temple at 4000 Hz solely but were significantly lower than the vertex at
all frequencies tested. The mean ranks for the temple were significantly lower than those
at the vertex for the 4000 Hz, 6000 Hz, and 8000 Hz frequencies. Table 4
Table 4: Frequencies where Location Pairs were Significantly Different
Location Pairs
Condyle/Vertex
Condyle/Temple
Condyle/Mastoid
Mastoid/Temple
Mastoid/Vertex
Temple/Vertex

Frequencies where Significantly Different
250, 500, 1000, 4000, 6000, 8000 Hz
250, 500, 1000, 4000, 8000 Hz
250, 1000 Hz
4000 Hz
250, 500, 1000, 4000, 6000, 8000 Hz
4000, 6000, 8000 Hz

5.1.2 Additional Data Comparison
To aid in the interpretation of the data analysis, the mean thresholds were also
plotted to show trends in the raw data. Figure 19 provides a visual representation of the
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average thresholds per gender and illustrates that males consistently had higher average
thresholds than the females for each signal when hearing by AC.

Figure 19: AC Mean of Average Thresholds per Gender
For hearing by BC, comparisons indicated that the 250 Hz and 1000 Hz
frequencies resulted in lower hearing thresholds when compared to the 4000 Hz
frequency. The 500 Hz frequency resulted in lower hearing thresholds when compared to
the 250 Hz, 1000 Hz, and 4000 Hz frequencies and the thresholds for the 6000 Hz
frequency was lower than those for the 250 Hz, 1000 Hz, and 4000 Hz frequencies. The
frequency that resulted in the highest hearing threshold when compared to all other
frequencies was 4000 Hz whereas the frequency that resulted in the lowest hearing
threshold when compared to all other frequencies was 8000 Hz. Figure 20 graphically
depicts the mean BC thresholds per frequency.
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Figure 21 graphically depicts the mean BC thresholds per location. As seen in the
graph, the trends are that the condyle tends to have lower BC thresholds when compared
to all other locations tested, the mastoid has a tendency to have lower thresholds when
compared to the vertex and temple, and the temple tends to have lower thresholds than
the vertex.
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Figure 21: Mean Threshold per Location
Each location was also evaluated according to frequency. Figure 22 illustrates the
mean thresholds for each location per frequency.
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5.1.3 Head Measurements
Head measurements for each participant were taken before the experiment in
order to determine if there is a possible link between head size, gender and hearing
threshold. Table 5: shows the means and the results from the statistical analysis. Based
upon this data, the inion to nasion measurements were significantly different between
genders [F (1, 29) = 20.02, p= 0.00] such that females had smaller heads when compared
to males. The males had a slightly higher mastoid to mastoid head measurements but the
difference was not statistically significant.

Table 5: Mean Head Measurements per Gender
Head Measurement
(cm)
Male
Female
P-value

Inion to
Nasion
36.07
33.40
0.00

Mastoid to
Mastoid
39.27
38.13
0.07
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5.2 Speech Intelligibility Study
The speech intelligibility study was analyzed using parametric statistics. A
repeated measures ANOVA was run and both Bonferroni pairwise comparisons and
Tukey comparisons were used for post hoc tests. There were three independent variables
in this study - noise level (normal noise, 83 dB, 93 dB, and 103 dB), voice type (male
and female), and location (condyle and mastoid). The dependant variable was number of
correct responses on the MRT.
Descriptive statistics for the speech intelligibility study are shown in Table 6 and
the results of the repeated measures ANOVA are displayed in Table 7. The main effect of
voice type was statistically significant as were the main effects of location and noise
level. The interaction of voice type and noise level was significant as well as the
interaction of location and noise level. However, the interaction of voice type and
location was not statistically significant nor was the interaction between voice type,

Table 6: Descriptive Statistics for the Speech Intelligibility Study

Noise Level
(dB)
None
83
93
103
Noise Level
(dB)
None
83
93
103

Male Voice
Masl oid
Mean
SD
49.2
0.7
6.6
42.0
29.1
10.1
7.0
16.3
Female Voice
Mast oid
SD
Mean
49.4
1.7
36.3
10.6
10.7
23.9
4.9
13.7

Condyle
Mean SD
0.8
49.1
45.9
2.9
6.7
38.6
24.8
8.8
Condyle
Mean SD
49.8
0.5
4.7
41.8
32.3
4.7
19.0
4.9
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location, and noise level. Figure 23 through Figure 27 present graphical representations
of the means for the significantly different conditions.

Table 7: ANOVA Table for Speech Intelligibility Study
Source

Voice Type
Location
Noise Level
Voice*Location
Voice*NoiseLevel
Location*NoiseLevel
Voice*Loc*Noise
Error (VoiceType)
Error (Location)
Error (NoiseLevel)
Error (Voice*Loc)
Error
(Voice* NoiseLevel)
Error
(Loc*NoiseLevel)
Error (VoiceType*
Loc*NoiseLevel)

Df

F

P

1 63.34 0.00
1
6.78 0.03
3 222.91 0.00
1
0.28 0.61
3
8.68 0.00
3
4.56 0.03
3
1.23 0.31
10
10
30
10

Observed
Partial
Power
Eta
Squared
1.00
0.86
0.65
0.40
1.00
0.96
0.08
0.03
0.95
0.47
0.68
0.31
0.23
0.11

30
30
30

Bonferroni pairwise comparisons were made for the voice type, location, and
noise levels tested. The pairwise comparison for voice type showed that the male
speaker's voice resulted in more correct responses on the MRT (see Figure 23). The
pairwise comparison for location indicated the mean number of responses that were
correct on the MRT was greater when the BC vibrator was placed on the condyle when
compared to the mastoid (see Figure 24). The pairwise comparison for noise level
revealed that the normal noise condition resulted in a significantly higher number of
correct responses than the other three noise levels, the 83 dB noise condition had a
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significantly higher number of correct responses than the 93 and 103 dB conditions, and
the 93 dB condition had a significantly higher number of correct responses when
compared to the 103 dB condition (see Figure 25).

Female

Male
Voice

Figure 23: Mean Number of Correct MRT Responses per Voice Type
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Figure 24: Mean Number of Correct MRT Responses per Location
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Figure 25: Mean Number of Correct MRT Responses per Noise Level
Tukey post hoc tests were computed to identify where significant differences
appeared within the interactions. The male and female voice types were compared at each
noise level. At the normal level the male and female voices resulted in equivalent correct
responses. When pink noise was playing in the background, the male voice resulted in a
significantly higher mean number of correct responses at all three levels tested (see
Figure 26). The mastoid and condyle locations were also compared at each noise level. At
the normal level the number of correct responses on the MRT was equivalent for both
locations. When pink noise was playing in the background, the condyle location resulted
in a significantly larger number of correct responses at 93 dB and 103 dB, but not at 83
dB (see Figure 27).
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6. DISCUSSION
Previous research has demonstrated that males have lower AC hearing thresholds
at low frequencies (250 Hz and 500 Hz) and females hear more acutely at higher
frequencies (Sato et al, 1991). Research also has suggested that the condyle is the best
location to place a BC vibrator to get the lowest hearing threshold (McBride, Letowski,
and Tran, 2005). These two studies sought to confirm that gender differences do indeed
appear in the AC hearing and that the condyle provides the most acute hearing threshold.
They also were intended to investigate gender differences in BC hearing to compare to
those that appear in AC. The results of this study supported past results with a few
differences.
6.1 Hypothesis 1
Hypothesis 1 stated that significant hearing threshold differences would be found
between genders based on the frequencies tested. Males were expected to have lower AC
hearing thresholds in the 250 Hz and 500 Hz range while females were expected to have
lower AC hearing thresholds in the 4000 Hz, 6000Hz and 8000 Hz range. Males and
females were expected to perform similarly at the 1000 Hz and 2000 Hz range.
This study confirmed significant gender differences in AC hearing. Females had a
lower mean rank threshold for all frequencies tested but the only frequency that resulted
in significant gender differences was 8000 Hz, which is slightly different from past
research. For example, the Engdahl, Tambs, Borchgrevink, and Hoffman (2005) study
found that women hear more acutely at 3000 Hz and above. The difference over a wider
frequency range may be due to the difference in the mean age of the participants between
the past and current studies. In Engdahl et al the mean age for participants was 50.2
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years while the current study had a mean age of 20.5 years. The current study required all
participants to have normal hearing which also might explain why significant differences
only appeared at 8000 Hz because Engdahl et al's study also used subjects with abnormal
hearing. It is possible that gender differences exist primarily at the higher frequencies but
as age increases the differences appear at lower frequencies, which agrees with previous
research. Murphy and Gates (1999) suggest a "gender reversal" where biological factors,
such as metabolic presbycusis, cause women to have a poorer capacity to hear at
frequencies below 1000 Hz.
This study did not find significant gender differences at the lower frequencies for
males as found in Sato et al. (1991). The findings of the current study partly agree with
the findings of Engdahl et al. (2005) who found that males had a lower threshold at 500
Hz but not 250 Hz. In the current study males did not have a lower threshold at 250 Hz
which agreed with Engdahl et al. (2005) but it also did not show a lower threshold at 500
Hz, in fact female thresholds were slightly lower at both levels. Again the difference in
the mean age of the participants between their study and the current study could be one
explanation for the differing results.

6.2 Hypothesis 2
Hypothesis 2 stated that results similar to those stated in Hypothesis 1 would be
found for BC hearing. This study did find some significant results for BC hearing but
they were slightly different than what was found for Hypothesis 1. Hypothesis 1 found
females to have a significant gender difference at 8000 Hz. Statistical analysis also
revealed significant gender differences at 8000 Hz for hearing by BC. In addition to 8000
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Hz, when hearing by BC, 6000 Hz also showed significant gender differences. In both
cases females had lower hearing thresholds. No gender differences were apparent at the
lower frequencies for BC hearing which was similar to the results found for AC hearing.
Even though a gender difference appeared for BC it was only at the mastoid location
which is further discussed in Hypothesis 3.

6.3 Hypothesis 3
Hypothesis 3 stated that the condyle would provide the lowest hearing threshold
values for participants when compared to the mastoid, temple, and vertex. It also stated
there would be gender differences such that females would have lower thresholds at all
locations tested. The statistical tests indicated that there were differences in the
thresholds between the locations of the bone vibrator. The condyle location resulted in
the lowest mean rank thresholds, the mastoid provided the second lowest mean rank
thresholds, the temple the third lowest and the vertex location had the highest mean rank
threshold values. The order of the location from lowest to highest mean rank obtained
from the statistical tests (Figure 18) corresponds to the order obtained from the mean
threshold data (Figure 21). The findings of this study are similar to those reported in
McBride et al. (2005) which also found the condyle to be the most sensitive location
based on hearing thresholds.
The Kruskal-Wallis tests also indicated there were significant gender differences
at some of the locations. Females had lower mean rank hearing thresholds at all of the
locations, but the only statistically significant difference was found when the bone
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vibrator was placed on the mastoid (Figure 15). Based upon these results, it appears that
head size has a greater impact on transmission of BC signals than bone thickness.
It was initially thought that females would hear more acutely at 4000 Hz, 6000
Hz, and 8000 Hz for all locations but when the bone vibrator was placed on the condyle
males actually had a lower mean rank threshold for the 6000 Hz signal, although not
significantly lower. Males also had a lower mean rank threshold at 6000 Hz and 8000 Hz
when the vibrator was at the vertex position, but these findings were also not statistically
significant. Thus there were not any clear BC effects for the males compared to females
consistent with our AC effects. The only clear result was that females hear better from the
mastoid location in the 6000 Hz and 8000 Hz ranges.

6.4 Head Measurements
One explanation for gender differences in the ABR time for AC hearing was
differences in head size between males and females. Aoyagi et al (1990) found male
heads to be significantly larger when measurements were taken from the nasion to inion,
ear to ear, and head circumference. The current study found similar results for the nasion
to inion measures where the females had significantly smaller measures than the males.
The mastoid to mastoid measures did not show a significant difference even though the
average female measurements were slightly lower than the average male measurements.
Since the females overall had lower thresholds and smaller head size (according to the
nasion to inion measurements), it seems possible that there is some correlation between
the hearing threshold levels and head size considering these differences were found for
both AC and BC tests. One way to test this theory while at the same time ruling out the
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impact of other gender differences is by conducting a similar study using participants of
the same gender who have significantly different head sizes.

6.5 Hypothesis 4
It was hypothesized that there would be a significant difference in speech
intelligibility of BC vocal signals between male and female speakers based upon the level
of background noise such that the male voice would result in a higher level of speech
intelligibility in a high noise environment when compared to the female voice. The
findings of the speech intelligibility study indicate a significant main effect for all
variables tested - voice type, location and noise level. Based upon the statistical
analyses, participants more accurately identified MRT words presented in the male voice
when compared to those presented in the female voice when pink noise was present
regardless of the location. The results of the analyses also indicated that participants
were better able to comprehend words transmitted to the condyle than to the mastoid.
This again supports the judgment that the condyle is the best location for the BC vibrator
made in McBride et al. (2005) and from the current pure tone experiment. The noise
level analysis showed that as noise level increased the accuracy on the MRT decreased
overall. The data also shows that participants performed relatively the same when the
words were presented without background noise, in fact, signals presented in the female
voice were identified correctly more often than when presented in the male voice.
However, for the pink noise condition, accuracy was significantly higher for those words
presented in the male voice. This finding suggests that pink noise masks the female voice
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more effectively than the male voice, which made it more difficult for participants to
identify those words presented in the female voice.
One factor that could have affected the results of this study is the design of the
MRT test. The test provides six word options from which the participants may choose;
however, it does not provide an option for users to select when the signal is completely
unintelligible or not heard. Therefore, some of the correct answers, especially at 103 dB,
may have been the result of lucky guesses on the part of the participant and not because
the signal heard was intelligible. Nevertheless, despite this possibility, participants
consistently performed better when the words were presented in the male voice than the
female voice for the pink noise condition. No such differences were found for the no
background noise condition emphasizing the importance of considering the ambient noise
in the background for masking studies such as this.

7. CONCLUSION
7.1 Pure Tone Study
The results for the pure tone data confirmed the findings of McBride et al. (2005)
in that certain frequencies transmitted via bone vibrator were easier to detect than others.
Therefore, if communication in the field can be transmitted at these optimum frequencies
it may be more detectable than those transmitted at other frequencies. The current study
also demonstrated gender differences in signal detection. The results of the current study
support previous studies which determined that the most effective location for the bone
vibrator was the condyle; however, there was not an overall effect of gender at the
condyle.
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An argument can possibly be made that BC gender differences may appear more
often when the bone vibrator is placed closer to the outer ear, especially at high
frequencies such as 6000 Hz and 8000 Hz. This argument would explain why the mastoid
showed gender differences at the high frequencies, however, since the condyle is located
close to the outer ear and did not show gender differences future research is needed to
explain why the mastoid was more sensitive at the higher frequencies. It may be possible
that the bone thickness at the mastoid may be significantly different between the genders
but not at the condyle. Although these gender effects need further study, tactical
organizations may want to acknowledge these differences now in order to better optimize
communication devices, especially if the location of choice is the mastoid.
One major difference between some of the previous studies and the current one is
the sample size used. Engdahl et al (2005) used 51,975 participants over a two year time
frame for their study on hearing threshold. They were able to sample a large number of
participants over a short time frame by sending invitations to all 94,196 men and women
aged 20 or older of Nord-Trondelag with a time, date and location for a hearing test. Out
of the 94,196 participants invited, 51,975 attended the hearing examination. Stenklev and
Laukli (2004) sampled 232 participants. The current study had a very low sample size
when compared to these particular studies (only thirty participants total). The age range
was also very restricted in the current study with a mean age of 20.5 years. More research
with a wider age range and a larger sample size should be performed to confirm gender
differences in BC hearing and their similarities to gender differences in AC hearing.
Future research should also limit the number of frequencies tested to only two or three to
fully understand the gender effects, if any, at particular levels. It is possible gender
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differences will not appear, even if they exist, if both low frequencies and high
frequencies are analyzed together because they might be canceling out a significant
within subject effect for frequency on either end. Nothing will be canceled out if low and
high frequencies are looked at separately so the gender differences reported here might
have been easier to find.

7.2 Speech Intelligibility Study
The results of the speech intelligibility study indicate that when communication is
transmitted through a BC vibrator a male voice may be considered superior to a female
voice due to the masking that may take place in high noise environments. The lower
fundamental frequency of the male voice may result in a higher level of comprehension
than the higher fundamental frequency of the female voice. Alternatively, the lower
frequencies may be transmitted through a dense medium like bone better than high
frequencies. Increasing comprehension can reduce errors and increase an individual's
ability to complete a task successfully in a more efficient manner. Tactical organizations
may want to acknowledge these findings as well and use the results to structure future
research to more comprehensibly investigate the speech intelligibility differences in BC
verbal communication devices before fully implementing the technology into two-way
radio communication devices.
This study also showed that sentences were transmitted more accurately in a high
noise environment when the bone vibrator was placed on the condyle. This finding is
similar to those found in the current and previous pure tone studies. Presently, the most
common placement for a bone vibrator is the mastoid, which was the second best location
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in both experiments. Based upon the findings of the current and the other studies,
organizations may want to consider making the condyle the standard location for
placement of their bone vibrators instead of the mastoid.
The speech intelligibility study also had a small sample size with only 12
participants total. Further research should be performed with a larger number of
participants to confirm the results this study. Future research could also consider testing a
wider variety of background noises. Since many of the organizations considering
switching from traditional AC to BC communication devices require communication in
high noise environments such as from aircraft noise or gun fire, it may be beneficial to
examine the level of speech intelligibility when listening to words in the presence of
those types of realistic background noises. Furthermore, the MRT distinguished word
groups based upon those that differ only in their initial consonant and those that differ in
their ending consonant sound, therefore, it might be beneficial to investigate if certain
word types are easier to decipher than others in various background noises. Lastly, future
investigations should look specifically at how well participants of each gender performed
on a wider, more comprehensive and operational based the speech intelligibility test.

8. SUMMARY
It has been postulated that differences in hearing between males and females may
be related to genetic, hormonal, and/or anatomical differences. The current research
appears to support the contention that females have significantly shorter auditory
brainstem response latencies than males. Possible explanations for this effect and
recommended topics for future research might be gender differences in cochlear length,
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head size and level of estrogen. Larger amounts of spontaneous evoked emissions also
appear to be more apparent in females than males and it has been suggested by Bilger et
al. (1990) that it could be related to an X- linked trait and structural differences of outer
hair cells along the basilar membrane. Shorter latencies may lead to faster auditory
processing and lower hearing thresholds, which may be reflected in more occurrences of
SOAEs.
Research on gender differences for BC hearing is limited and, therefore, more
research is needed prior to implementing BC technology in diverse, mission critical
environments. Results from the current pure tone and speech intelligibility studies add to
the body of research on AC and BC hearing by including gender differences. The
occurrence of gender differences in hearing are not well established; therefore, it may be
beneficial for those tactical organizations which are experiencing growth of their female
populations to gain a greater understanding of these differences prior to designing new
communication devices.
In conclusion, the findings of this study are promising and may lead to a greater
understanding of BC hearing. There is a possibility that gender differences in BC hearing
exist for frequencies other than those found in this study as with AC hearing; however,
more research that focuses on smaller ranges of frequencies may be needed in order to
make more definite comparisons. In regards to the BC vibrator location, both studies
reported here support previous findings that the condyle performs the best for both pure
tone and speech signals. Also, the intelligibility of the male voice was superior in the
high noise environment tested when compared to female. The information obtained from
these studies, along with those from past and future research, will enable organizations to
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make appropriate decisions about fully implementing BC technology in tactical
environments.
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APPENDICIES
Appendix A
Consent Form- Pure Tone Study
Gender Differences in Pure Tone Detection of Bone Conducted Signals"?
Conducted by Meghan Hodges
Embry Riddle Aeronautical University
Human Factors Research Laboratory
ERAU, Daytona Beach, Fl 32114-3977

The purpose of this study is to determine if females hear better at higher frequencies and
males at lower frequencies when hearing by bone conduction. A second purpose of this study is
to determine if speech intelligibility is less for women in high noise environments using bone
conduction when compared to males. The experiment consists of one session lasting
approximately two hours long during which you will be asked to either respond to pure tone
frequency signals presented through a bone conduction vibrator or choose a correct word from a
computer word which was transmitted through headphones and a bone conduction vibrator.
Your scores will remain anonymous There are no risks associated with this experiment,
however you may be asked to disclose some medical information. You will be compensated for
your participation with extra credit in the course previously designated or a small stipend You
may terminate your participation at any time. Your assistance will help us better understand
gender differences in pure tone frequencies and speech intelligibility for hearing by bone
conduction.
Thank you for your participation. If you have any questions please ask dunng the
expenment or feel free to call me at (386) 453-1829.
Statement of Consent
I acknowledge that my participation on this experiment is entirely voluntary and that I am
free to withdraw at any time. I have been informed as to the general scientific purposes of the
experiment and I will receive extra credit or a stipend for completion of the study. If I withdraw
from the experiment before its termination, I will not receive extra credit or a stipend.
Participant's name (please print)
Signature of participant

Date

Experimenter

Date
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Appendix B
Consent Form 2
Intelligibility Differences of Bone Conducted Speech Signals
Conducted by Meghan Hodges
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
Human Factors and Systems Research Laboratory
ERAU, Daytona Beach, FL 32114-3977
The purpose of this study is to measure the intelligibility of vanous speech signals
transmitted through bone conduction transducers in high noise environments. The experiment
consists of one session lasting approximately three hours. During the session participants will be
presented words orally one at a time through a bone vibrator placed at either the mastoid or
condyle location. After each word is presented participants will be asked to identify the correct
word from a list of words displayed by the computer
All participant data will remain confidential. There are no nsks associated with this
expenment, however, participants will be required to wear earplugs due to the high level »f
ambient noise to which they will be exposed during the expenment. They will also be required to
wear a headband which is used to hold the bone vibrator in place
Participants are required to take and pass a hearing test in order to qualify for the study
Due to the nature of the study, English must be the native language of all participants. Each
participant will be compensated with a stipend of $40 for participation in this study. Participation
may be terminated at any time, however completion of the experiment is required to receive the
stipend.
Participation in this study will improve the understanding of differences in speech
intelligibility for hearing by bone conduction. Thank you for your participation If you have any
questions please ask during the experiment or feel free to call me (Meghan Hodges) at
(386)453-1829.

Statement of Consent
I acknowledge that my participation on this experiment is entirely voluntary and that I am
free to withdraw at any time I have been informed as to the general scientific purposes of the
expenment, that I must pass a hearing test in order to participate, English must be my native
language and I will receive a stipend of $40 for completion of the study. I understand that if I
withdraw from the experiment prior to its completion, I will not receive the stipend
Participant's name (please print)
Social Security Number

Date of Birth

Permanent Address of Participant

Telephone Number (

)

Signature of participant

Date.

Expenmenter.

Date
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Appendix C
Debrief Form
The experiment you have just participated in is one step in an investigation to
determine whether gender differences appear in auditory and speech processing when
hearing via bone conduction. Bone conduction headsets permit individuals to receive
radio communication signals while at the same time allowing the ears to remain open
enabling a higher level of acoustical situational awareness to be maintained at all times.
Data collected in this study will be used to provide a better understanding of the bone
conduction hearing process and possibly uncover some potential problems that could
appear if bone conduction headsets are fully implemented. If you have any questions or
comments concerning this study, you may ask them now or at a later date by contacting
Meghan Hodges by phone at 386-453-1829 or via email at Hodgesm@erau.edu. Thank
you once again for your participation and if you desire the results of your hearing test a
copy can be provided for you.
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